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1. INTRODUCTION
Let 1X denote the space of all locally finite configurations in a complete,
stochastically complete, connected, oriented Riemannian manifold X of
infinite volume. In this paper, we define and study the deRham complex of
square-integrable differential forms over the configuration space 1X
equipped with the Poisson measure.
The growing interest in geometry and analysis on the configuration
spaces can be explained by the fact that these naturally appear in different
problems of statistical mechanics and quantum physics. In [79], an
approach to the configuration spaces as infinite-dimensional manifolds was
initiated. This approach was motivated by the theory of representations of
diffeomorphism groups, see [29, 31, 47] (these references as well as [9, 11]
also contain discussion of relations with quantum physics). We refer the
reader to [10, 11, 36, 45] and references therein for further discussion of
analysis on the configuration spaces and applications.
On the other hand, stochastic differential geometry of infinite-dimen-
sional manifolds, in particular, their (stochastic) cohomologies and related
questions (HodgedeRham Laplacians and harmonic forms, Hodge decom-
position), has been a very topic of research in recent years. It turns out that
many important examples of infinite-dimensional nonflat spaces (loop
spaces, product manifolds, configuration spaces) are naturally equipped
with probability measures (Brownian bridge, Gibbs measures, Poisson
measures). The geometry of these measures interplays in a nontrivial way
with the differential geometry of the underlying spaces themselves, and
plays therefore a significant role in their study. Moreover, in many cases
the absence of a proper smooth manifold structure makes it more natural
to work with L2-objects (such as functions, sections, etc.) on this infinite-
dimensional spaces, rather than to define analogs of the smooth ones.
Thus, the concept of an L2-cohomology has an important meaning in
this framework. The study of L2-cohomologies for finite-dimensional
manifolds, initiated in [17], was a subject of many works (whose different
aspects are treated in e.g. [23, 24, 27], see also the review papers [37, 39]).
In the infinite-dimensional case, loop spaces have been most studied [26,
32, 34, 35], the last two papers containing also a review of the subject. The
deRham complex on infinite product manifolds with Gibbs measures
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(which appear in connection with problems of classical statistical
mechanics) was constructed in [1, 2] (see also [19] for the case of the
infinite-dimensional torus). We should also mention the papers [6, 1416,
46], where the case of a flat Hilbert state space is considered (the
L2-cohomological structure turns out to be nontrivial even in this case due
to the existence of interesting measures on such a space).
In [3, 4], the authors started studying differential forms over the infinite-
dimensional space 1X , with X as above, and the corresponding Laplacians
(of Bochner and deRham type).
The structure of the present paper is as follows. Section 2 has an intro-
ductory character. We recall the definition of the space L2?0
n of differential
forms over 1X that are square integrable with respect to the Poisson
measure ?, and the construction of the unitary isomorphism
In: L2?0
n  L2?(1X)_ 
n
m=1
L29 nsym(X
m)& ,
given in [4]. Here, L2?(1X) is the space of square-integrable functions over
1X and L29 nsym(X
m) is a space of square-integrable n-forms over X m which
satisfy some additional conditions.
We consider only the case of the Poisson measure with intensity given by
the Riemannian volume of X, which, according to [9], can be thought of
as the volume measure on the configuration space 1X , in the sense that the
natural liftings of the gradient and divergence on the underlying manifold
X become dual operators.
In Section 3, we define the L2-deRham complex over 1X and the corre-
sponding spaces H(n)? of (reduced) L
2-cohomologies. We introduce the Hodge
deRham Laplacian H(n) acting in L2?0
n and study the space K(n) :=Ker H(n) of
harmonic forms. We show, in particular, that H(n) can be expressed, under
the action of the isomorphism I n, in terms of the Laplacian operator on
functions on 1X and the HodgedeRham Laplacians H (n, m) acting respec-
tively in the spaces L29 nsym(X
m). The application of the fact [9] that the
Dirichlet form of the Poisson measure is irreducible gives us the possibility
to express the harmonic forms on 1X in terms of harmonic forms on X.
Our main result here is the construction of the isomorphism


n=0
K (n) &Asym(K
(1), ..., K(dim X)),
where Asym(K
(1), ..., K(dim X )) is a supercommutative Hilbert tensor algebra
generated by the spaces K(m) :=Ker H (m), H (m) denoting the HodgedeRham
Laplacian in the L2-space of m-forms on X, m=1, ..., dim X. The spaces K(n)
appear to be finite-dimensional, provided so are all the K(m) spaces. Using
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the weak HodgedeRham decomposition, we identify the spaces of har-
monic forms with the spaces Hn? of (reduced) L
2-cohomologies. In the case
where ;m :=dim K(m)<, m=1, ..., dim X, we give an explicit formula
for the dimension bn of H (n)? ,
bn= :
n
m=1
:
1k1< } } } <kmdim X
:
s1k1+ } } } +sm km=n
s1 , ..., sm # N:
; (s1)k1 } } } ;
(sm)
km
,
where
; (s)k :={\
;k
s + ,
\;k+s&1s + ,
k=1, 3, ...,
k=2, 4, ... .
We remark that this formula has the following interesting consequence:
although the spaces H (n)? can be, in general, nontrivial for any n # N,
they vanish for n big enough, provided the cohomologies of X of the even
order do.
Finally, let us outline some links and open problems related to the
subject of the present paper.
1. Homology and homotopy of the spaces of finite configurations (as
topological spaces) were studied by many authors (see e.g., [21, 28, 30,
48]). An intriguing question is to understand the relation between the
results of these authors and our results.
2. Any differential form W # L2?0
n defines an antisymmetric n-linear
L2?(1X)-valued functional on the Lie algebra Vect0(X) of compactly
supported vector fields over X. On the other hand, there exists a natural
representation of Vect0(X ) in L2?(1X) generated by the action of the
diffeomorphism group Diff0(X ) on 1X (see [9, 11, 47]). It seems that the
L2-cohomology of 1X is related to a cohomology of the Lie algebra
Vect0(X ) with coefficients in this representation.
3. In the present paper, we consider the case of the Poisson measure
with intensity given by Riemannian volume of X. This approach can easily
be extended to the case of more general intensity measure (the correspon-
ding HodgedeRham Laplacian is defined in [4]). An important problem
is to consider the case of a Gibbs measure (for analysis and geometry on
configuration spaces equipped with Gibbs measures and their relations to
the statistical mechanics of continuous systems, see [10] and the review
paper [45]). The corresponding L2-cohomologies could give, in this case,
invariants of such measures and related models of statistical mechanics.
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A different approach to the construction of differential forms and related
objects over Poisson spaces, based on the ‘‘transfer principle’’ from Wiener
spaces, is proposed in [42], see also [40] and [41].
It is a great pleasure to thank K. D. Elworthy, Y. G. Kondratiev,
P. Malliavin, M. Ro ckner, and A. Thalmaier for their interest in this work
and helpful discussions. The financial support of SFB 256, DFG Research
Projects AL 2149-3 and 436 UKR 11343 and BMBF Project UKR-004-99
is gratefully acknowledged.
2. DIFFERENTIAL FORMS OVER A CONFIGURATION SPACE
The aim of this section is to recall some definitions and known facts con-
cerning the differential structure of a configuration space and differential
forms over it. For more details and proofs, we refer to reader to [3, 4, 9].
Let X be a complete, stochastically complete, connected, oriented, C
Riemannian manifold of infinite volume. Let d denote the dimension of X,
( } , } )x the inner product in the tangent space TxX to X at a point x # X.
The associated norm will be denoted by | } |x . Let {
X stand for the gradient
on X.
The configuration space 1X over X is defined as the set of all locally
finite subsets (configurations) in X:
1X :=[#/X | |# & 4|< for each compact 4/X].
Here, |A| denotes the cardinality of a set A.
We can identify any # # 1X with the positive, integer-valued Radon
measure
:
x # #
=x /M(X ),
where =x is the Dirac measure with mass at x, x # < =x :=zero measure,
and M(X ) denotes the set of all positive Radon measures on the Borel
_-algebra B(X ). The space 1X is endowed with the relative topology as a
subset of the space M(X ) with the vague topology, i.e., the weakest topol-
ogy on 1X with respect to which all maps
1X % # [ ( f, #) :=|
X
f (x) #(dx)# :
x # #
f (x)
are continuous. Here, f # C0(X)( :=the set of all continuous functions on X
with compact support). Let B(1X) denote the corresponding Borel
_-algebra.
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The tangent space to 1X at a point # is defined as the Hilbert space
T#1X :=L2(X  TX; d#)=
x # #
TxX. (2.1)
The scalar product and the norm in T#1X will be denoted by ( } , } ) # and
& }&# , respectively. Thus, each V(#) # T#1X has the form V(#)=(V(#)x)x # # ,
where V(#)x # TxX, and
&V(#)&2#= :
x # #
|V(#)x | 2x .
Vector fields and first order differential forms on 1X will be identified
with sections of the bundle T1X . Higher order differential forms will be
identified with sections of the tensor bundles n(T1X) with fibers
n(T#1X)=n \x # # TxX+ , (2.2)
where n(H) (or Hn) stands for the nth antisymmetric tensor power of
a Hilbert space H. Thus, under a differential form W of order n, n # N,
over 1X , we will understand a mapping
1X % # [ W(#) # n(T#1X). (2.3)
We will now recall how to introduce a covariant derivative of a differen-
tial form W: 1X  n(T1X).
Let # # 1X and x # #. By O#, x we will denote an arbitrary open neighbor-
hood of x in X such that O#, x & (#"[x])=<. We define the mapping
O#, x % y [ Wx(#, y) :=W(#y) # n(T#y 1X), #y :=(#"[x]) _ [ y].
This is a section of the Hilbert bundle
n(T#y1X) [ y # O#, x . (2.4)
The LeviCivita connection on TX generates in a natural way a connection
on this bundle. We denote by {X#, x the corresponding covariant derivative
and use the notation
{Xx W(#) :={
X
#, xWx(#, x) # TxX (
n(T#1x))
if the section Wx(#, } ) is differentiable at x.
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We say that the form W is differentiable at a point # if for each x # # the
section Wx(#, } ) is differentiable at x, and
{1W(#) :=({Xx W(#))x # # # T#1X  (
n(T# 1X)).
The mapping
1X % # [ {1W(#) :=({Xx W(#))x # # # T#1X  (n(T#1X))
will be called the covariant gradient of the form W.
Analogously, one can introduce higher order derivatives of a differential
form W, the m th derivative ({1) (m) W(#) # (T#1X) m  (n(T#1X)).
Let us note that, for any ’/#, the space n(T’ 1X) can be identified in
a natural way with a subspace of n(T# , 1X). In this sense, we will use the
expression W(#)=W(’) without additional explanations.
A form W : 1X  n(T1X) is called local if there exists a compact
4=4(W ) in X such that W(#)=W(#4) for each # # 1X .
Let F0n denote the set of all local, infinitely differentiable forms
W: 1X  n(T1X) which are polynomially bounded, i.e., for each
W # F0n there exists a function # # C0(X) and k # N such that
&W(#)&2n(T#1X )(.
k, # k) for all # # 1X . (2.5)
Below, we will give an explicit construction of a class of forms from F0n.
Our next goal is to give a description of the space of n-forms that are
square-integrable with respect to the Poisson measure.
Let dx denote the volume measure on X, and let ? denote the Poisson
measure on 1X with intensity dx. This measure is characterized by its
Laplace transform
|
1X
e( f, #)?(d#)=exp _|X (e f (x)&1) dx& , f # C0(X ).
If F: 1X  R is integrable with respect to ? and local, i.e., F(#)=F(#4) for
some compact 4/X, then one has
|
1X
F(#) ?(d#)=e&vol(4) :

n=0
1
n ! |4n F([x1 , ..., xn]) dx1 } } } dxn . (2.6)
We define on the set F0n the L2-scalar product with respect to the
Poisson measure:
(W1 , W2)L2? 0n :=|
1X
(W1(#), W2(#)) n(T#1X ) ?(d#). (2.7)
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The integral on the right hand side of (2.7) is finite, since the Poisson
measure has all moments finite. Moreover, (W, W )L2? 0n>0 if W is not
identically zero. Hence, we can define a Hilbert space L2? 0
n=L2(1X 
n(T1X); ?) as the completion of F0n with respect to the norm generated
by the scalar product (2.7).
We will now give an isomorphic description of the space L2?0
n via
the space L2?(1X) :=L
2(1X  R; ?) and some special spaces of square-
integrable forms on Xm, m=1, ..., n.
We first need some preparations. For x1 , ..., xn # X, the space Tx1 X 7
Tx2 X 7 } } } 7 TxnX will be understood as a subspace of the Hilbert space
(Ty1 XTy2X } } } Tyk X )
n, where [ y1 , ..., yk] is the set of the dif-
ferent xj ’s, j=1, ..., n. We remark that
(Ty1 XTy2 X } } } Tyk X )
n
& (Ty&(1) XTy&(2) X } } } Ty&(k) X )
n, & # Sk (2.8)
(where & means isomorphism), and moreover Tx1 X7 Tx2 X 7 } } } 7 Txn X
and Tx_(1) X 7 Tx_(2) X 7 } } } 7 Tx_(n) X, _ # Sn , coincide as subspaces of the
space (2.8).
Let
X m :=[(x1 , ..., xm) # Xm | xi {x j if i{ j].
Then, for (x1 , ..., xm) # X m, we evidently have
n(T(x1, ..., xm) X
m)= 
k1+ } } } +km=n
0k1 , ..., kmd
(Tx1 X)
k1 7 } } } 7 (Txm X )
km. (2.9)
For a form |: Xm  n(TXm) and (x1 , ..., xm) # X m, we denote by
|(x1 , ..., xm)k1 , ..., km the corresponding component of |(x1 , ..., xm) in the
decomposition (2.9).
We introduce the set 9 nsym(X
m) of smooth forms |: Xm  n(TX m)
which have compact support and satisfy the following assumptions on X m:
(i) |(x1 , ..., xm)k1, ..., km=0 if kj=0 for some j # [1, ..., m];
(ii) | is invariant with respect to the action of the group Sm :
|(x1 , ..., xm)=|(x_(1) , ..., x_(m)) for each _ # Sm . (2.10)
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For example, let f # C 0 (X
2) be antisymmetric and let v: X  TX
be a smooth, compactly supported vector field on X. Then, the form
|: X2  2(TX 2) given by
|(x1 , x2) :=f (x1 , x2) v(x1) 7 v(x2)+ f (x2 , x1) v(x2) 7 v(x1)
=2 f (x1 , x2) v(x1) 7 v(x2)
belongs to 9 2sym(X
2).
Let us denote by L29 nsym(X
m) the Hilbert space obtained as the comple-
tion of 9 nsym(X
m) with respect to the L2-norm determined the measure
dx1 } } } dxm .
We will use the notation
T(n)[x1 , ..., xm] X
m := 
k1+ } } } +km=n
1k1 , ..., kmd
(Tx1 X )
k1 7 } } } 7 (Txm X)
km. (2.11)
By virtue of (2.2), we have
n(T#1X)= 
n
m=1

[x1 , ..., xm]/#
T(n)[x1 , ..., xm] X
m. (2.12)
For W # F0n, we denote by Wm(#) # [x1 , ..., xm]/# T
(n)
[x1 , ..., xm]
X m the
corresponding component of W(#) in the decomposition (2.12). Thus, for
[x1 , ..., xm]/#, Wm(#, x1 , ..., xm) is equal to the projection of W(#) #
n(T#1X) onto the subspace T (n)[x1 , ..., xm] X
m.
Proposition 2.1 [4]. Setting, for W # L2?0
n,
(I nW )(#, x1 , ..., xm) :=(m !)&12 Wm(# _ [x1 , ..., xm], x1 , ..., xm),
m=1, ..., n, (2.13)
one gets the unitary operator
In: L2?0
n  
n
m=1
L2?(1X)L
29 nsym(X
m).
Remark 2.1. Actually, formula (2.13) makes sense only for (x1 , ..., xm)
# X m. However, since the set X m"X m is of zero dx1 } } } dxm measure, this
does not lead to a contradiction.
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Sketch of the proof. That In is an isometric operator from L2?0
n into
nm=1 L
2
?(1X)L
29 nsym(X
m) follows from the definition of L29 nsym(X
m),
(2.11)(2.13), and the generalized Mecke identity
|
1X
:
[x1 , ..., xm]/#
f (#, x1 , ..., xm) ?(d#)
=(m !)&1 |
1X
|
X m
f (# _ [x1 , ..., xm], x1 , ..., xm) dx1 } } } dxm ?(d#),
(2.14)
where f : 1X_Xm  R is a measurable function for which at least one of
the integrals in (2.14) exists (this formula can be proved by a repeated
application of the Mecke identity, see [43]).
Let FCb (D, 1X) denote the set of smooth cylinder functions that is
defined in Appendix A. For F # FCb (D, 1X) and | # 9
n
sym(X
m), m #
[1, ..., n], we define a form W by setting
Wk(#, x1 , ..., xk) :={0,(m !)12 F(#"[x1 , ..., xm]) |(x1 , ..., xm),
k{m,
k=xm .
(2.15)
As easily seen, W is a local, infinitely differentiable n-form over 1X such
that, for some . # C0(X), .0,
&W(#)&2n(T#1X )(.
n, # n) for all # # 1X ,
and hence we have the inclusion W # F0n. Moreover,
(InW )(#, x1 , ..., xk)={0,F(#) |(x1 , ..., xm),
k{m,
k=m,
(2.16)
for each # # 1X and each (x1 , ..., xm) # X m such that [x1 , ..., xm] & #=<.
Since # is a set of zero dx measure and since the linear span of F| with
F and | as above, is dense in L2?(1X)L29 nsym(Xm), we obtain the desired
result. K
In what follows, we will denote by D0n the linear span of the forms
defined by (2.15) with m=1, ..., n. As we already noticed in the proof of
Proposition 2.1, D0n is a subset of F0n and is dense in L2? 0
n.
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3. DE RHAM COMPLEX OVER A CONFIGURATION SPACE
3.1. Exterior Differentiation and L2-Cohomologies
For n # N, let E0n denote the subset of F0n consisting of all forms
W # F0n such that all derivatives of W are polynomially bounded, that is,
for each k # N there exists . # C0(X ), .0, and l # N (depending on W )
such that
&({1) (k) W(#)&2(T#1X )kn(T#1X )(.
 l, #  l) for all # # 1X , (3.1)
and additionally, for each fixed # # 1X and r # N, the mapping
(X"#)r & X r % (x1 , ..., xr)
[ W(#+=x1+ } } } +=xr) # 
n(T#1XTx1X } } } Txr X )
extends to a smooth, compactly supported form
X r % (x1 , ..., xr) [ |(x1 , ..., xr) # n(T#1XTx1X } } } Txr X ).
(Notice that the locality of a form, together with the above condition of
extension, will automatically imply the infinite differentiability of the form.)
As easily seen, D0n is a subset of E0n, and so we get the following chain
of inclusions
D0n/E0n/F0n.
Absolutely analogously, we define the set E00 of all local, smooth func-
tions F: 1X  R which, together with all their derivatives, are polynomial
bounded. We have FCb (D, 1X)/F0
0 (see Appendix A).
We define linear operators
dn : E0n  E0n+1, n # Z+ , (3.2)
by
(dnW)(#) :=(n+1)12 ASn+1({1W(#)), (3.3)
where
ASn+1 : (T#1X)  (n+1)  n+1(T#1X) (3.4)
is the antisymmetrization operator. (We notice that the polynomial bounded-
ness of the form dnW and its derivatives follows from the corresponding
boundedness of {1W and the fact that the norm of the operator (3.4) for
each # # 1X is qual to one).
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Let us now consider dn as an operator acting from the space L2?0
n into
L2?0
n+1. We denote by dn* the adjoint operator of dn .
Proposition 3.1. dn* is a densely defined operator from L2?0
n+1 into
L2?0
n. With domain containing E0n+1
Proof. Let # # 1X and x # # be fixed. Let C(O#, x  n(T#1X)) denote
the space of all smooth sections of the Hilbert bundle (2.4). We define the
operator
dx, n : C (O#, x  n(T#1X))  C(O#, x  n+1(T#1X))
whose action, in local coordinates on the manifold X, is given as
dx, n,( y) h1 7 } } } 7 hn=(n+1)12 {X,( y) 7 h1 7 } } } 7 hn ,
, # C(O#, x  R), hk # Txk X, xk # #, k=1, ..., n. It easily follows from the
definition of dn and {
1 that, for W # F0n,
(dnW )(#)= :
x # #
dx, nWx(#, x). (3.5)
Analogously, we define the operator
$x, n : C (O#, x  n+1(T#1X))  C (O#, x  n(T#1X))
setting
$x, n,( y) h1 7 } } } 7 hn+1 :=
=&(n+1)&12 :
n+1
i=1
(&1) i&1 =x, xi({
X,( y), hi) x
_h1 7 } } } 7 h8 i 7 } } } 7 hn+1 , (3.6)
where , # C(O#, x  R), hk # Txk X, xk # #, k=1, ..., n+1,
=x, xi :={1, x=xi ,0, x{xi ,
and h8 i denotes the absence of hi . We now set for W # E0n+1
$n W(#)= :
x # #
$x, nWx(#, x). (3.7)
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By using (2.5), (3.6), and (3.7), we conclude that
$n : E0n+1  E0n.
Moreover, from (2.6) and the definition of dn and $n , we derive, for
arbitrary V # F0n and W # F0n+1,
|
1X
((dnV)(#), W(#))n+1(T#1X ) ?(d#)=|
1X
(V(#), ($nW )(#))n(T#1X ) ?(d#),
which proves the proposition. K
Corollary 3.1. The operator dn : L2?0
n  L2? 0
n+1, Dom dn=E0n, is
closable.
We denote by d n the closure of dn . The space Zn :=Ker d n is then a
closed subspace of L2?0
n. Let Bn denote the closure in L2? 0
n of the sub-
space Im dn&1 (of course, Bn= the closure of Im d n&1).
We obviously have dndn&1=0, which implies
Im dn&1 /Ker dn /Zn.
Hence Bn/Zn and
d n d n&1=0. (3.8)
Thus, we have the infinite complex
} } } ww
dn&1 E0n ww
dn E0n+1 ww
dn+1 } } } ,
and the associated Hilbert complex
} } } ww
d n&1 L2?0
n ww
d n L2?0
n+1 ww
d n+1 } } } . (3.9)
Our next goal is to study the (reduced) L2-cohomologies of 1X , that is, the
homologies of the complex (3.9). We set in a standard way
Hn?=Z
nBn, n # N.
Below, we will introduce the HodgedeRham Laplacian acting in the
space L2?0
n, and identify Hn? with the space of harmonic forms. This will
give us a possibility to express Hn? in terms of the cohomology spaces of
the initial manifold X.
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3.2. HodgedeRham Laplacian of the Poisson Measure
For n # N, we define a bilinear form E (n)? on L
2
? 0
n by
E (n)? (W1 , W2) :=|
1X
[(dnW1(#), dn W2(#)) n+1(T#1X )
+(d*n&1W1(#), d*n&1W2(#)) n&1(T#1X )] ?(d#), (3.10)
where W1 , W2 # Dom E(n)? :=E0
n. The function under the sign of integral
in (3.10) is polynomially bounded, so that the integral exists.
Theorem 3.1. For any W1 , W2 # E0n, we have
E(n)? (W1 , W2)=|
1X
(H(n)W1(#), W2(#)) n(T1X ) ?(d#).
Here, H(n)=dn&1d*n&1+dn*dn is an operator in the space L2?0
n with domain
Dom H(n) :=E0n. It can be represented as
H(n)W(#)= :
x # #
H (n)x W(#)=(H
(n)
v W(#), #) , W # E0
n, (3.11)
where
H (n)x =dx, n&1$x, n&1+$x, n dx, n . (3.12)
Proof. The statement follows from (3.2), (the proof of) Proposition 3.1,
and the equality dx, n&1$y, n&1+$y, ndx, n=0 holding for all x, y # 1, x{ y.
K
From Theorem 3.1 we conclude that the bilinear form E(n)? is closable in
the space L2?0
n. The generator of its closure (being actually the Friedrichs
extension of the operator H(n), for which we preserve the same notation)
will be called the HodgedeRham Laplacian on 1X (corresponding to the
Poisson measure ?). By (3.11) and (3.12), H(n) is the lifting of the
HodgedeRham Laplacian on X.
For linear operators A and B acting in Hilbert spaces H and K, respec-
tively, we introduce an operator Ag+B in HK by
Ag+B :=A1+1B, Dom(Ag+B) :=Dom(A)a Dom(B),
where a stands for the algebraic tensor product. If the operators A and
B are closable, then so is Ag+B, and we will preserve the same notation for
its closure.
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Next, for operators A1 , ..., An acting in Hilbert spaces H1 , ..., Hn , respec-
tively, let ni=1 Ai denote the operator in 
n
i=1 Hi given by
\
n
i=1
Ai + ( f1 , ..., fn)=(A1 f1 , ..., An fn), f i # Dom(Ai).
Theorem 3.2. (1) On D0n we have
H(n)=(I n)&1 _H(0) g+\ 
n
m=1
H (n, m)sym +& I n, (3.13)
where H(0) is the Laplacian in the space L2?(1X) (see Appendix A), and H
(n, m)
sym
is the restriction of the HodgedeRham Laplacian H (n, m) acting in the space
L20n(Xm) :=L2(Xm  n(TXm); dx1 } } } dxm) to the subspace L29 nsym(X
m).
(2) D0n is a domain of essential selfadjointness of H(n), and the
equality (3.13) holds for the closed operators H(n) and H(0)g+(nm=1 H
(n, m)
sym )
(where the latter operator is closed from its domain of essential selfadjointness
In(D0n)).
Proof. This theorem was proved in [4] in a more general setting. Here,
we present a simplified version of this proof adapted to our special case of
the volume measure on X.
(1) Let W # D0n be given by formula (2.15). Then, using Theorem 3.1
and Appendix A, we get
(H(n)W )k (#)=0 for k{m,
(H(n)W )m (#, x m)=\ :x # # H
(n)
x W+m (#, x m)
=\ :x # #"[x m] H
(n)
x W+m (#, x m)+\ :x # [x m] H
(n)
x W+m (#, x m)
=(m !)12 _\ :x # #"[x m] HxF+ (#"[x
m]) |(x m)
+F(#"[x m]) \ :x # [x m] H
(n)
x |+ (x m)&
=(m !)12 [(H(0)F )(#"[x m]) |(x m)
+F(#"[x m])(H (n, m)sym |)(x
m)], (3.14)
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where x m :=(x1 , ..., xm), [x m] :=[x1 , ..., xm], and [x m]/#. (Notice that
the HodgedeRham Laplacian in the space L20n(Xm) leaves the set
9 nsym(X
m) invariant.) Therefore,
(In H(n)W )(#, x k)={0,(H(0)F )(#) |(x m)+F(#)(H (n, m)sym |)(x m),
k{m,
k=m.
(3.15)
Hence, by virtue of (2.16), we get
\_H(0) g+\ 
n
m=1
H (n, m)sym +& I n+ (#, x k)=(I n H(n)W )(#, x k), k=1, ..., n,
which proves (3.13).
(2) Let 0n(Xm) denote the space of all smooth forms |: Xm 
n(TXm) with compact support, and let L20nsym(X
m) denote the subspace
of L20n(Xm) consisting of all forms invariant with respect to the action of
the symmetric group Sm , i.e., the forms | # L20n(X m) for which the
equality (2.10) holds for a.a. (x1 , ..., xm) # X m. Evidently, the orthogonal
projection Pnm onto this subspace is given by the formula
(Pnm|)(x1 , ..., xm)=
1
m !
:
_ # Sm
|(x_(1) , ..., x_(m)) (3.16)
and
Pnm0
n(X m)=0nsym(X
m), (3.17)
where 0nsym(X
m) denotes the subspace of 0n(Xm) consisting of all
Sm -invariant forms.
It is known that the HodgedeRham Laplacian H (n, m) in L20n(Xm) is
essentially self-adjoint on 0n(Xm) (e.g. [25]). Then, the nonnegative
definiteness of H (n, m) yields that the set (H (n, m)+1) 0n(Xm) is dense in
L20n(Xm), see e.g. [44, Section 10.1]. Therefore, the set Pnm(H
(n, m)+1)
0n(Xm) is dense in L20nsym(X
m). But upon (3.16) and (3.17),
Pnm(H
(n, m)+1) 0n(Xm)=(H (n, m)Pnm+P
n
m) 0
n(Xm)=(H (n, m)+1) 0nsym(X
m),
which implies that the restriction H (n, m)sym of the operator H
(n, m) to the sub-
space L20nsym(X
m) is essentially self-adjoint on 0nsym(X
m).
Because H (n, m)sym acts invariantly on the subspace L
29 nsym(X
m) and
its orthogonal complement in L20nsym(X
m), we conclude that H (n, m)sym
considered as an operator in L29 nsym(X
m) is essentially self-adjoint on
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9 nsym(X
m). Consequently, the operator nm=1 H
(n, m)
sym is essentially self-
adjoint on the direct sum of the sets 9 nsym(X
m), m=1, ..., n.
Finally, remarking that the operator H(0) is essentially self-adjoint on
FCb (D, 1X) ([9, Theorem 5.3], see also Appendix A), we conclude from
the theory of operators admitting separation of variables (e.g. [20, Ch. 6])
that In(D,n) is a domain of essential self-adjointness for the operator
H(0) g+(nm=1 H
(n, m)
sym ) in the space L
2
?(1X) [nm=1 L29 nsym(Xm)]. Thus,
from (3.13) we deduce the remaining statements of the theorem. K
3.3. Harmonic Forms
In this section, we study the spaces K(n) :=Ker H(n) of harmonic forms
over 1X . We give their description in terms of the spaces of harmonic
forms of the underlying manifold X. For this, we need some auxiliary facts
concerning Hilbert tensor algebras with certain commutation relations.
Some Hilbert tensor algebras. Let A(H1 , ..., Hl) be the free Hilbert
tensor algebra generated by real separable Hilbert spaces H1 , ..., Hl , l # N.
That is,
A(H1 , ..., Hl) := 

m=0
Am(H1 , ..., Hl),
A0(H1 , ..., Hl) :=R,
Am(A1 , ..., Hl) := 
i1 , ..., im # [1, ..., l ]
Hi1 } } } Him , m # N,
with the usual addition and tensor product of elements.
To each space Hi , i=1, ..., l, we associate a parameter p(i)#p(Hi) # N
(degree). Let 3 be the closure of the ideal in A(H1 , ..., Hl) generated by the
elements
h f &(&1) p(i) p( j) fh, h # Hi , f # Hj , i, j # [1, ..., l].
That is,
3 :=c.l.s.[a [h f &(&1) p(i) p( j) fh]h |
a, b # A(H1 , ..., Hl), h # Hi , f # Hj , i, j # [1, ..., l]],
where c.l.s. means the closed linear span.
Let us define the quotient Hilbert space
Asym(H1 , ..., Hl) :=A(H1 , ..., Hl)3.
As usual, we can identify Asym(H1 , ..., Hl) with the orthogonal complement
of 3 in A(H1 , ..., Hl).
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Lemma 3.1. Let the linear continuous operator P in A(H1 , ..., Hl) be
defined through the relation
P(h1  } } } hm) :=
1
m !
:
_ # Sm
sign(_, i1 , ..., im) h_(1)  } } } h_(m) ,
hk # Hik , k=1, ..., m, i1 , ..., im # [1, ..., l]. (3.18)
Here,
sign(_, i1 , ..., im) := ‘
k<r : _(k)>_(r)
(&1) p(i_(k)) p(i_(r)),
with >x # < ax :=1. Then, P is the orthogonal projection of A(H1 , ..., Hl)
onto Asym(H1 , ..., Hl).
Proof. See Appendix B. K
Let
3m :=3 & Am(H1 , ..., Hl)
and
Am, sym(H1 , ..., Hl) :=Am(H1 , ..., Hl)3m .
Evidently,
Asym(H1 , ..., Hl)= 

m=0
Am, sym(H1 , ..., Hl).
The following lemma gives an isomorphic description of the spaces
Am, sym(H1 , ..., Hl).
Lemma 3.2. For each m # N, there exists a unitary isomorphism
Um : Am, sym(H1 , ..., Hl)  
s1+ } } } +sl=m
s1 , ..., sl # Z
}
l
i=1
Hh
p(i)
si
i .
Here, for each i # [1, ..., l], h
p(i )
denotes the antisymmetric tensor product 
if p(i) is odd and the symmetric tensor product  if p(i) is even. The unitary
operator Um is constructed through the relation
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Um(P( f (1)1  } } }  f
(1)
r1
 } } }  f (l )1  } } }  f
(l )
rl
)) :=
=\ m !r1 ! } } } rl !+
12
( f (1)1 h
p(i )
} } } h
p(i )
f (1)r1 ) } } }  ( f
(l )
1 h
p(i )
} } } h
p(i )
f (l )rl ),
f (i)k # Hi , k=1, ..., r i , r1 , ..., rl # Z+ , r1+ } } } +rl=m,
(3.19)
the resulting operator Um being independent of the representation of a vector
from A(H1 , ..., Hl).
Proof. See Appendix B. K
Now, for each n # N, we define the subspace An(H1 , ..., Hl) of A(H1 , ..., Hl)
by setting
An(H1 , ..., Hl) := 
n
m=1
Anm(H1 , ..., Hl),
Anm(H1 , ..., Hl) := 
p(i1)+ } } } + p(im)=n
i1 , ..., im # [1, ..., l]
Hi1  } } } Him .
Let also
3n :=3 & An(H1 , ..., Hl)
Ansym(H1 , ..., Hl) :=A
n(H1 , ..., Hl)3n.
Evidently,
Ansym(H1 , ..., Hl)= 
n
m=1
Anm, sym(H1 , ..., Hl),
(3.20)
Anm, sym(H1 , ..., Hl) :=A
n
m(H1 , ..., Hl)3
n
m , 3
n
m :=3 & A
n
m(H1 , ..., Hl).
By Lemma 3.1, the orthogonal projection Pnm of A
n
m(H1 , ..., Hl) onto
Anm, sym(H1 , ..., Hl) is the restriction of P to A
n
m(H1 , ..., Hl), and by (3.20)
and Lemma 3.2 the restrictions of the Um ’s, m=1, ..., n, define the unitary
operator
Un: Ansym(H1 , ..., Hl)  
n
m=1

p(1) s1+ } } } + p(l ) sl=n
s1 , ..., sl # Z+
s1+ } } } +sl=m
}
l
i=1
Hh
p(i)
si
i . (3.21)
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Remark 3.1. Actually, Un is a natural isomorphism generated by the
passage to summation in ordered families of indices in the definition of
Ansym(H1 , ..., Hl), which uses the commutation relation
h f =(&1) p(i) p( j) fh, h # Hi , f # Hj , i, j # [1, ..., l].
Remark 3.2. Setting A0sym(H1 , ..., Hl) :=R, one gets the orthogonal
decomposition
Asym(H1 , ..., Hl)= 

n=0
Ansym(H1 , ..., Hl).
The kernel of the HodgedeRham Laplacian. Our next goal is to
investigate the kernel of H(n). We first need the following general result.
Lemma 3.3. Let A and B be self-adjoint, non-negative operators in
separable Hilbert spaces H and K, respectively. Then, we have
Ker(Ag+B)=Ker AKer B,
where Ag+B is the closure of the operator AI+IB from the set
Dom Aa Dom B.
Proof. Ker A and Ker B are closed subspaces of H, resp. K, and so
their tensor product Ker AKer B is a closed subspace of the space
HK. The inclusion Ker AKer B/Ker(Ag+B) is trivial. Let
f # Ker(Ag+B). Using the theory of operators admitting separation of
variables (e.g. [20, Ch. 6]), we have
0=(Ag+Bf, f )=|
R
2
+
(x1+x2) d(E(x1 , x2) f, f )
=|
R
2
+
x1 d(E(x1 , x2) f, f )+|
R
2
+
x2 d(E(x1 , x2) f, f )
=(AIf, f )+(IBf, f ), (3.22)
where E is the joint resolution of the identity of the commuting operators
AI and IB. Since both operators AI and IB are non-negative, we
conclude from (3.22) that
f # Ker(AI ) & Ker(IB)=Ker AKer B. K
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Let us fix any i1 , ..., im # [1, ..., d], i1+ } } } +im=n. For any |r # 0ir(X ),
r=1, ..., m, we define the form
Xm % (x1 , ..., xm) [ |~ r(x1 , ..., xm) :=|r(xr) # ir (TxrX )/
ir (T(x1, ..., xm)X
m).
Now, we set
Ui1 , ..., im(|1 } } } |m) :=\ n !i1 ! } } } im !+
12
|~ 1 7 } } } 7 |~ m # 0n(Xm).
(We use here the convention that the exterior product of two forms, | and
&, is given by | 7 & :=AS(|&), where AS denotes the antisymmetriza-
tion operator). It is easy to see that Ui1, ..., im can be extended by linearity
and continuity to a linear isometric operator
Ui1 , ..., im : L
20i1(X ) } } } L20im(X )  L20n(Xm)
with the image
Im Ui1 , ..., im=L
29i1 , ..., im(X
m),
where L29 i1 , ..., im(X
m) denotes the space of the forms
Xm % (x1 , ..., xm) [ |(x1 , ..., xm) # (Tx1 X )
i1 7 } } } 7 (Txm X )
im
that are square integrable with respect to dx1 } } } dxm .
Setting
L29 n(Xm) := 
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1 , ..., im # [1, ..., d ]
L29i1, ..., im(X
m), (3.23)
we construct, by using the Ui1, ..., im ’s, the unitary isomorphism
U nm : 
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1 , ..., im # [1, ..., d ]
L20i1(X ) } } } L20im(X )  L29 n(Xm),
or equivalently
U nm : A
n
m(L
201(X ), ..., L20d (X ))  L29n(X m), (3.24)
where p(i)= p(L20i (X )) :=i.
We notice that the restriction of the orthogonal projection
Pnm : L
20n(Xm)  L20nsym(X
m)
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to the subspace L29 n(Xm) determines the orthogonal projection
Pnm : L
29 n(Xm)  L29 nsym(X
m).
Lemma 3.4. We have
PnmU
n
m=U
n
m P
n
m ,
where Pnm is the orthogonal projection of A
n
m(L
201(X ), ..., L20d (X )) onto
Anm, sym(L
201(X ), ..., L20d (X )).
Proof. For any |r # 0ir(X ), r=1, ..., m, i1 , ..., ir # [1, ..., d], i1+ } } } +im=n,
we get by using Lemma 3.1
(PnmU
n
m|1  } } } |m)(x1 , ..., xm)
=\ n !i1 ! } } } im!+
12
:
_ # Sm
|1(x_(1)) 7 } } } 7 |m(x_(m))
=\ n !i1 ! } } } im!+
12
sign(_, i1 , ..., im) |_(1)(x1) 7 } } } 7 |_(m)(xm)
= :
_ # Sm
sign(_, i1 , ..., im)(Unm|_(1) } } } |_(m))(x1 , ..., xm)
=(U nm P
n
m |1  } } } |m)(x1 , ..., xm). K
Since Pnm is the orthogonal projection of L
29 n(Xm) onto L29 nsym(X
m)
and Pnm is the orthogonal projection of A
n
m(L
201(X ), ..., L20d (X )) onto
Anm, sym(L
201(X ), ..., L20d (X )), we conclude from (3.24) and Lemma 3.4
that the restriction of U nm to A
n
m, sym(L
201(X ), ..., L20d (X )) defines the
unitary isomorphism
U nm : A
n
m, sym(L
201(X ), ..., L20d (X ))  L29 nsym(X
m).
Finally, setting
Un := 
n
m=1
U nm , (3.25)
we get the unitary mapping
Un: Ansym(L
201(X ), ..., L20d (X ))  
n
m=1
L29 nsym(X
m).
We denote by K(i) the kernel of the HodgedeRham Laplacian H (i) in
the space L20 i (X ), i=1, ..., d. Each K(i) as a closed subspace of the
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Hilbert space L20i (X ) is itself a Hilbert space. Let also K(n) denote the
kernel of the operator H(n).
Theorem 3.3. We have
InK(n)=[const] [U nAnsym(K
(1), ..., K(d ))], (3.26)
where p(i) :=i, i=1, ..., d.
Proof. By [9, Theorem 4.3],
K(0) :=Ker H(0)=[const], (3.27)
and hence by Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.3
InK(n)=[const]_ 
n
m=1
Ker H (n, m)sym & . (3.28)
Let us find the kernel of the HodgedeRham Laplacian H (n, m) in the
space L29 n(Xm). The operator H (n, m) acts invariantly in each space in the
direct sum (3.23), so that it suffices to find the kernel of each restriction
H (n, m)i1 , ..., im of H
(n, m) to the subspace L29 i1 , ..., im(X
m).
By using the operator U nm , we easily conclude that
(U nm)
&1 H (n, m)i1 , ..., im U
n
m=(c1H
(i1))g+ } } } g+(cmH (im)),
where c1 , ..., cm are non-zero constants. Therefore, by Lemma 3.3
Ker H (n, m)i1, ..., im=U
n
m(K
(i1) } } } K(im)),
which yields that
Ker H (n, m)= 
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1 , ..., im # [1, ..., d]
(K(i1) } } } K(im))
=U nmA
n
m(K
(1), ..., K(d )).
Since
H (n, m)sym P
n
m=P
n
mH
(n, m),
we get
Ker H (n, m)sym =P
(n)
m Ker H
(n, m),
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which implies by Lemma 3.4 that
Ker H (n, m)sym =U
n
mA
n
m, sym(K
(1), ..., K(d )). (3.29)
Combining (3.25), (3.28) and (3.29), we get the conclusion of the theorem. K
Corollary 3.2. The isomorphisms I n, Un and the equality (3.27)
generate the unitary isomorphism of the Hilbert spaces


n=0
K (n) &Asym(K
(1), ..., K (d )).
Proof. For each n # N, we get from (3.26) the unitary isomorphism of
the spaces
K(n) &Ansym(K
(1), ..., K(d )).
Moreover, it follows from (3.27) that K(0)&R. Hence, the conclusion of the
corollary follows from Remark 3.2. K
Remark 3.3. Formula (3.26) is wrong in the case where the manifold X
has finite volume (in that case the Poisson measure ? is concentrated on
the space of finite configurations over X ). Instead of (3.26), one then gets
InK(n)=Ker H(0) [UnAnsym(K
(1), ..., K (d ))],
the space Ker H(0) being infinite-dimensional.
3.4. Structure of L2-Cohomologies
The aim of this section is to study the structure of the spaces Hn? of
L2-cohomologies of 1X using the representation of the kernel of H(n) given
by Theorem 3.3. The following proposition reflects a quite standard fact in
the L2-theory.
Proposition 3.2. The natural isomorphism between Hn? and the
orthogonal complement of Bn to Zn is the isomorphism of the Hilbert spaces
Hn? &Ker H
(n). (3.30)
Proof. Using [13, Proposition A.1], we conclude from Proposition 3.1
and formula (3.8) that
L2?0
n=Ker H (n) Im dn&1 Im dn* (3.31)
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(weak HodgedeRham decomposition). For the closed operator d n we have
the standard decomposition
L2?0
n=Ker d nIm dn*,
which together with (3.31) implies the result. K
Due to the HodgedeRham theory of the underlying manifold X, we
have the isomorphisms
Kk&Hk(2)(X ), k=1, ..., $ (3.32)
where Hk(2)(X ) :=Ker dk Im dk&1 (dj , j=1, ..., d, denoting the Hodge
differential of X ) is the corresponding space of (reduced) L2-cohomologies
of X.
Remark 3.4. Because of the elliptic regularity of the HodgedeRham
Laplacian on X, there exists a canonical map H*(2)(X )  H*(X ), where
H*(X ) is the deRham cohomology of X. In general, this map is neither
surjective, nor injective.
Theorem 3.4. (1) The isomorphisms (3.30), I n, U n, Un, and (3.32)
generate the unitary isomorphism of the Hilbert spaces
Hn?& 
n
m=1

1k1< } } } <kmd

k1s1+ } } } +kmsm=n
s1, ..., sm # N
(Hk1
(2)
(X ))h
k
1
s1 } } }  (Hkm
(2)
(X ))h
km
sm .
(3.33)
(2) Let ;k :=dim Hk(2)(X )<, k=1, ..., d. Then, all the spaces H
n
? ,
n # N, are finite-dimensional, and we have the following formula for their
dimensions bn ,
bn= :
n
m=1
:
1k1< } } } <kmd
:
k1s1+ } } } +kmsm=n
s1 , ..., sm # N
; (s1)k1 } } } ;
(sm)
km
, (3.34)
where
; (s)k :={\
;k
s + ,
\;k+s&1s + ,
k=1, 3, ...,
k=2, 4, ... .
(3.35)
Proof. (1) Follows from Theorem 3.3. Actually (3.33) is a more
explicit form of (3.25).
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(2) It is easy to see that, for a finite-dimensional space H, we have
dim H s=
(s+1)(s+2) } } } (s+dim H&1)
(dim H&1)!
=\dim H+s&1s + ,
dim Hs=\dim Hs + .
The statement follows now from (3.33). K
Corollary 3.3. Let ;1 , ..., ;d be finite, and moreover let ;k=0 for all
k is even. Then:
bk =0, for all k>K0 := :
d
i=1
i;i ,
bK0=1.
Proof. The condition ;k=0 for all k even implies that
Hn?& 
n
m=1

k1 , ..., km odd
1k1< } } } <kmd

k1s1+ } } } +kmsm=n
s1, ..., sm # N
(Hk1
(2)
(X ))s1 } } }  (Hkm
(2)
(X ))sm.
Obviously (Hk(2)(X ))
s=0 for s>;k and (Hk(X ))s=R1 for s=;k ,
which implies the result. K
Example 3.1. Let X be a manifold with a cylindrical end (that is,
X=M _ (N_R1+) for some compact manifold M with boundary N). It is
proven in [18] that Hk(2)(X ) is isomorphic to the image of the canonical
map Hk0(X )  H
k(X ), where Hk0(X ) is the space of the compactly supported
deRham cohomologies of X. By e.g. [22], the spaces Hk(X ) are finite-
dimensional. Thus, all Hk(2)(X ) are finite-dimensional and, in general, non-
trivial, and hence so are all spaces Hn? . For a bigger class of examples of
manifolds X with finite-dimensional spaces Hk(2)(X ) see [38].
Example 3.2. Let d=2. Then, ;0=;2=0 (see e.g. [12]), and if X is as
in Example 3.1, we also have ;1<. Thus, X satisfies the conditions of
Corollary 3.3, and we have bk=0 for all k>;1 and bk=( ;1k ) for k;1 .
Remark 3.5. The vanishing of the spaces Hn? does not, in general,
imply the absence of non-exact closed forms. Suppose, for example, that
X=R1. Clearly, there are no L2-harmonic forms on R1, which implies that
all the spaces Hn?(1R1) are trivial. Let us consider a 1-form .(x)= g(x) dx
on R1 such that g(x) has a compact support and R1 .{0. The latter
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implies that .{d0 f for any f # L2(R1). We now define 8 # L2?0
1(1R1)
setting 8(#)x :=.(x). It is easy to see that 8{d0F for any F # L2?(1R1) and
d1 8=0.
Example 3.3: Marked configuration spaces. Let Y=X_M, where M
is a compact Riemannian manifold. We note that 1Y coincides up to a set
of zero ? measure with the marked configuration space 1X (M), see e.g.
[33]. Let us recall that the latter space is defined as follows:
1X (M) :=[# # 1X_M : \(x1 , m1), (x2 , m2) # # : (x1 , m1){(x2 , m2) O x1 {x2].
The Ku nneth formula implies
Hn(2)(X_M)= 
n
m=0
Hm(2)(X )H
n&m
(2) (M).
We remark that, for each k, Hk(2)(M)=H
k(M) and is finite-dimensional.
Thus, all the spaces Hn?(1X (M)) are finite-dimensional, provided so are all
Hk(2)(X ).
APPENDIXES
A. Laplacian on the Configuration Space
We recall here the definition of the Laplacian on the configuration space
and some facts about it from [9], which we present in a form adapted to
the aims of the present paper (see also [3, 4]).
Let F: 1X  R. For fixed # # 1X and x # #, we define the function
O#, x % y [ Fx(#, y) :=F((#"[x]) _ [ y]) # R.
We say that F is differentiable at # # 1X if, for each x # #, the function
Fx(#, } ) is differentiable at x and
{1F(#) :=({XFx(#, x))x # # # T#1X .
Analogously, the higher order derivatives of F are defined, ({1) (m) F(#) #
(T#1X)m, m # N.
A function F: 1X  R is called local if there exists a compact 4/X such
that F(#)=F(#4) for each # # 1X .
We define FCb (D, 1X) as the set of all functions F: 1X  R of the form
F(#)= gF ((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) ), (A.1)
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where gF # C b (R
N) and .1 , ..., .N # D :=C 0 (X )( :=the set of all infinitely
differentiable functions on X with compact support). Each function
F # FCb (D, 1X) is evidently bounded, local, and infinitely differentiable
with derivatives satisfying the estimate
&({1) (m) F(#)&(T#1X )m(.
m, #m) for all # # 1X ,
with some . # C0(X ) depending on F and m # N.
On the space L2?(1X) we consider the pre-Dirichlet form
E (0)? (F1 , F2) :=|
1X
({1F(#), {1F(#)) T# 1X ?(d#)
with domain Dom E (0)? :=FC

b (D, 1X), which is dense in L
2
?(1X).
The following theorem can be proved by using formula (2.6).
Theorem A.1. For any F1 , F2 # FCb (D, 1X), we have
E(0)? (F1 , F2)=|
1X
(H(0)F1)(#) F2(#) ?(d#).
Here, H(0)=&21 is the operator in L2?(1X) with domain Dom H
(0) :=
FCb (D, 1X) that is given by the formula
(H(0)F )(#) :=& :
x # #
2XFx(#, x), F # FCb (D, 1X), (A.2)
2X denoting the Laplacian on X.
From Theorem A.1 we conclude that the bilinear form E(0)? is closable in
the space L2?(1X). The generator of its closure (being actually the
Friedrichs extension of the operator H(0), for which we preserve the same
notation) will be called the Laplacian on 1X . By (A.2), H(0) is the lifting
of the Laplacian on X.
Theorem A.2. The operator H(0) is essentially self-adjoint on FCb (D, 1X).
Proof. See [9, Theorem 5.3]. K
B. Proof of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2
We first prove Lemma 3.1. Extending the relation (3.18) by linearity and
continuity, we get a linear continuous operator P in A(H1 , ..., Hl).
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Let us show that the operator P is self-adjoint. For arbitrary fk # Hik and
gk # Hjk , ik , jk # [1, ..., l], k=1, ..., m, we get from (3.18)
(P( f1 } } }  fm), g1 } } } gm)
=
1
m !
:
_ # Sm
sign(_, i1 , ..., im) ‘
m
k=1
( f_(k) , gk)
=
1
m !
:
_ # Sm
sign(_&1, i1 , ..., im) ‘
m
k=1
( fk , g_(k))
=
1
m!
:
_ # Sm : i1= j_(1) , ..., im=j_(m)
‘
r<s : _&1(r)>_&1(x)
(&1) p(i_&1(r)) p(i_&1(s)) ‘
m
k=1
( fk , g_(k))
=
1
m !
:
_ # Sm : i1= j_(1) , ..., im= j_(m)
‘
r<s : _&1(r)>_&1(s)
(&1) p( jr) p( js) ‘
m
k=1
( fk , g_(k))
=
1
m !
:
_ # Sm : i1= j_(1) , ..., im= j_(m)
‘
r<s : _(r)>_(s)
(&1) p( j_(r)) p( j_(s)) ‘
m
k=1
( fk , g_(k))
=( f1  } } }  fm , P(g1 } } } gm)),
and so P is indeed self-adjoint.
Next, it follows from the definition of P that, for fk # Hik , ik # [1, ..., l],
k=1, ..., m,
P( f1 } } }  fr fr+1 } } }  fm)
=(&1) p(ir) p(ir+1) P( f1  } } }  fr&1 fr+1 fr  fr+2  } } }  fm).
(A.3)
The latter formula implies that, for each _ # Sm ,
P( f_(1) } } } f_(m))=sign(_, i1 , ..., im) P( f1 } } }  fm), (A.4)
and hence
P2( f1  } } } fm)=
1
m !
:
_ # Sm
sign(_, i1 , ..., im) P( f_(1) } } } f_(m))
=
1
m !
:
_ # Sm
sign(_, i1 , ..., im)2 P( f1 } } } fm)
=P( f1 } } }  fm).
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Thus, P is a bounded self-adjoint operator in A(H1 , ..., Hl) satisfying
P2=P, and so P is an orthogonal projection. Hence, it remains only to
show that
3=Ker P. (A.5)
The inclusion 3/Ker P follows from (A.3). Moreover, we have
A(H1 , ..., Hl)=Ker PIm P.
Hence, to prove (A.5) it suffices to show that
A(H1 , ..., Hl)=3Im P. (A.6)
Let us fix arbitrary vectors fk # Hik , ik # [1, ..., l], k=1, ..., m, m2.
We will now show that the vector f1 } } } fm can be represented as a
sum of vectors from 3 and Im P, which will imply (A.6) (notice that
P  Ai (H1 , ..., Hl)=1, i=0, 1).
It is enough to show that, for each _ # Sm , the vector
F_ :=( f1 } } }  fm)&sign(_, i1 , ..., im)( f_(1) } } }  f_(m)) (A.7)
belongs to 3, because (A.7) yields
P( f1  } } }  fm)+
1
m !
:
_ # Sm
F_= f1 } } } fm .
But the inclusion F_ # 3 can be proved by recurrent application of the
following identity
sign(_, i1 , ..., im)[( f_(1)  } } }  f_(m))&Q_(s)( f_(1)  } } }  f_(m))]
=sign(?, i1 , ..., im)( f{(1) } } }  f{(m)),
where
s :=max[r: r # [1, ..., l], _(r){r],
{(1, ..., m) :=(_(1), ..., _(s&1), _(s+1), _(s), _(s+2), ..., _(m)),
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and by definition
Qr(g1 } } } gm)
:=(g1  } } } gm)
&(&1) p( jr) p( jr+1) (g1 } } } gr&1gr+1gr+1grgr+2 } } } gm),
gk # Hjk , jk # [1, ..., l], k # [1, ..., m], r # [1, ..., m&1].
Thus, Lemma 3.1 is proven.
Let us fix any orthonormal basis (e (i)k )k1 in Hi , i=1, ..., l. Then, the
vectors
e (i1)k1  } } } e
(im)
km
, i1 , ..., im # [1, ..., l], k1 , ..., km1,
constitute an orthonormal basis in Am(H1 , ..., Hl), m # N. Therefore,
by using (A.4), we conclude that the following vectors constitute an
orthogonal basis in Am, sym(H1 , ..., Hl),
e(1)k
1
(1)  } } } e (1)k(1)r1
 } } } e (l )k
1
(l )  } } } e (l )k(l )rl
r1 , ..., rl # Z+ , r1+ } } } +rl=m,
where k (i)1 <k
(i)
2 < } } } <k
(i)
ri
if p(i) is odd, and k (i)1 k
(i)
2  } } } k
(i)
ri
if p(i) is
even. For any such vector, we get
&P(e (1)k
1
(1)  } } } e (1)k(1)r1
 } } } e(l )k
1
(l )  } } } e (l )k(l )rl
)&2
=(P(e (1)k
1
(1)  } } } e (1)k(1)r1
 } } } e (l )k
1
(l )  } } } e (l )k(l )rl
),
e (1)k
1
(1)  } } } e (1)k(1)r1
 } } } e (l )k
1
(l )  } } } e (l)k(l )rl
)
=
1
m!
‘
l
j=1 _ :_ # Srj sign(_j , j, ..., jrj times
)(e( j )k( j )_j (1)
 } } } e ( j )k(j )_j (rj)
, e( j)k
1
( j )  } } } e( j)k( j )rj
)&
=
1
m !
‘
l
j=1 _ :_j # Srj S(_j , j )(e
( j )
k( j )_j (1)
 } } } e ( j )k( j )_j (rj)
, e ( j )k
1
( j )  } } } e ( j )k( j )rj
)&
=
r1 ! } } } rl !
m!
‘
l
j=1
&e ( j )k
1
( j ) h
p( j )
} } } h
p( j )
e ( j )k( j )rj
&2
Hj
h
p ( j )
rj
, (A.8)
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where
S(s j , j )={sign _j ,1,
if p( j ) is odd,
if p( j ) is even.
(A.9)
From (A.8) and (A.9) the conclusion of Lemma 3.2 trivially follows.
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